INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS
We consider the differential system i = dx/dt = P(x, y), 1; = dyjdt = Q(x, y) where P and Q are polynomials of second degree with real constant coefftcients, and x, y, and t are also real. When the maximum {degree P, degree Q} = 2 we call such systems quadratic systems, QS, for abbreviation. Any QS on the plane with a focus or a center at the origin can be written in the form .e = y + PAX, Y), j= -x+dy+ Qz(x, y) with IdI ~2,
where P,(x, y) and Q,(x, y) are homogeneous polynomials of degree two. We define two functions associated to the differential equation (1) (i) If d# 0 the dvferential equation (1) has at most one limit cycle that surrounds the origin and it is hyperbolic.
(ii) If d= 0 the differential equation (1) has no limit cycles that surround the origin.
In Section 3 we shall study the QS for which we can apply Theorem A. These QS are described in Proposition 12 taking into account their number of critical points and the directions in which g(x, y) vanishes.
Section 4 deals with the QS with a unique finite critical point, QSl, for abbreviation. By using Theorem A and other known results of uniqueness of limit cycles for QS we prove the following theorem.
THEOREM B. Every QSl has at most one limit cycle except n,hen its associated functions F and g satisfy the following property: F has a unique direction in which it vanishes (simple or triple) and g has exactly three directions in which it vanishes. In this case there are QSl with (at least) 1, 2, or 3 limit cycles.
If all the trajectories of a QS remain bounded for t B 0 we say that the QS is bounded and we write BQS. In Section 5 we shall prove the following result on BQS. THEOREM C. (i) The BQS with either one or two finite critical points have at most one limit cycle and if it exists then it is hyperbolic.
(ii) A BQS with a unique finite critical point can be written like x = -y + dx + lx2 + mxy, j = x( 1 + x + by); and Fig. 1 shows its phase portrait on the Poincare sphere. Greatest number of different phase portraits of the QBS2 given by the differential equation (6) . Here we assume that do -l/a < 0 <d,.
(iii) A BQS with exactly two finite critical points can be written like i = -y + dx + ((a + M)*/4 + ad)x2 + (M + d)xy, .$=x(1 +ax+y); and Fig. 2 shows all the possible phase portraits on the Poincare sphere (in this Figure it is assumed that 0 E ( -(a + M)/2 -l/a, -(a f M)/2) to clarvy the evolution, in general we know that the limit cycle rises at the origin when A = 0 and dissapears for some value of d, denoted by d, < 2).
Paragraph (i) follows from Theorem A and gives us a new and unified shorter proof of results given in [S, 12, 13, and 241. Paragraphs (ii) and (iii) improve also the phase portraits for BQS with either one or two finite critical points given in [9] . In fact, these results plus Proposition C7 (see Appendix C) complete the classification of the phase portraits for the BQS with one or two finite critical points.
In Section 6 we shall study the QSl with a unique infinite critical point (i.e., a unique critical point, and its opposite, on the equator of the Poincare sphere). These systems have been studied already by Coppel His result has a mistake. If we correct it we obtain Theorem D.
THEOREM D. A QS with a unique finite critical point (offocus or center type) and a unique infinite critical point can be written like (2) satisfying either (i), (ii), or (iii). Then: (a) Zf (i) or (iii) hold the QS is a BQS and system (2) has a unique limit cycle (that is hyperbolic) tf d > 0 and it has no limit cycles when d < 0. Figure 1 shows the qualitative evolution of this limit cycle. (b) System (2) under condition (ii) can be written in the form i=y+x', j= -x+dy+(l+d)x2+xy, with 1+d>Oand12-440. When I > 0 this system has a unique limit cycle that is hyperbolic if -l/2 < d < 0 and it has no limit cycles if either d 2 0 or d ,< -l/2. Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the phase portrait when d changes. If 1~ 0 this system has no limit cycles and the phase portrait is given by (a) of Fig. 3 .
Section 7 answers a conjecture on the evolution of the phase portrait of the system i=y+y2, j= -x+dy-xy+(d-d,)y2 (3) with -2<d, <O and -2<d-d,<2. In [19] it was proved that the phase portrait of (3) is like Fig. 4 for d < 2 + d,, and it was conjectured that it is like (a) of Fig. 4 for d=2+d,.
THEOREM E. The evolution of the phase portrait of (3) shown in Fig. 4 is correct tf we interchange (a) of this figure by Fig. 5. In Appendix A we summarize the Poincare compactitication, i.e., we recall how a planar polynomial vector field X (in this case quadratic) can be extended to a vector field on the sphere S2. This vector field on S2 has two copies of the vector field X, one on the northern hemisphere and the FIG. 5. Phase portrait of system (3) when d=2 +d,,.
other one on the southern hemisphere. By studying this new vector field on the equator we obtain information about the behaviour of the vector field X near infinity.
In Appendix B we recall the definition of weak focus for quadratic systems and its characterization in the suitable form for our applications.
Appendix C contains a new classification of the BQS that can have limit cycles (see Corollary C4). In fact this classification is an improvement of the classification given by Yang Xinan in [24] . We prove also in this appendix that if a BQS has a weak focus, then it must be of first order if the BQS has one or two finite singularities, or it is of first or second order if the BQS has three finite singularities (recall that a BQS with a finite number of singularities has at most three singularities).
In Appendix D we enunciate some properties of the semicomplete families of rotated vector fields (mod P=O), that we shall need in this paper, given in [lo, IS].
PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND THEOREM A
The expression of (1) Proof. From Theorem 2 and the Lemma of [4] if follows (i) and (ii), respectively.
Since the jacobian of T is u(e)(u(0)+ g(Q)r)p2 #O and r= pu(8)/( 1 -pg(0)) we obtain (iii). 1
The idea of the diffeomorphism given in (iii) and of the following lemma is given in [7, 14, 161. By Lemma l(ii) we note that a periodic orbit of (1) in ZJ corresponds to a solution of dr/d% = (u(%)r +f(%)r')/(u(%) + g(%)r) (4) such that r(0) = r(2x).
LEMMA 2. In the variables (p, 6) given in Lemma l(iii), the dtfferential equation (4) becomes dp/d% = A(%) p3 + B(6) p2 + C(%)p = S(p, 6) where
The proof of Lemma 2 follows easily by direct computations.
Remark3. Since A(%+rc)=A(%), B(%+z)= -B(6) and C(%+rc)= C(6) we have that if p(6) is a solution of (5) If a solution p (6) of (5) is such that p(0) =p(2lr) we will say that is a closed solution.
If A(%) = 0 we will need the following result.
THEOREM 5 (see, [14] ). Zf in Eq. So, from now on, we will assume that A(%) & 0. Under the condition that A(%) does not change of sign it is possible to give a bound of the number of closed solutions of (5) . In this way we could use results given in [20, pp. 103; 141, but it will be more interesting for us to use the work [15] since from it we can deduce the hyperbolicity of the closed orbits.
By Remark 4 we need to study the differential equation for p < 0. In fact we shall study it for p E [w, i.e., we shall study (5) on the cylinder (p, 6) . From this result we can prove the following theorem. (ii) Zf (r* cos t3*, r* sin 0*) with r* #O is a critical point of (1) then F(e*)=o.
Proof
(i) Let 8* be such that F(e*) = 0. If g(0*) = 0 then (i) follows. Assume g(0*) 30 (resp. g(B*) CO), then the point on 8=8* (resp. 0 = 8* + 7~) with r* = -u(e*)/g(e*) (resp. r* = -u(8* + n)/g(8* + z)) is a critical point of (1).
(ii) We have u(e*) + f(O*)r* =0 and v(e*) + g(e*)r* =O. So, since v(e) < 0, g(B*) #O and then (g(e*) u(t?*) -u(e*) f(e*))/g(O*) = 0. Hence qe*)=o. 1 We shall say that a QS is a QSn if it is a QS with exactly n finite singularities and n E { 1, 2, 3, 4). (i) QS is a QSl, F(8) has a unique direction in which it vanishes 8, (simple or triple) and g(0) vanishes, either only on the direction 9,) or on the directions 8, (simple) and t12 (double).
(ii) QS is a QS2, F(8) has two directions in which it vanishes 8, (double) and e2 (simple) and g (8) vanishes, either only on the direction 8,, or on the directions 8, (simple) and 8, (double).
If the QS has infinitely many critical points, then by Lemma 11 (ii) F(0) c 0. If the QS is a QS3 (resp. a QS4) then by Lemma 11 (ii) F (8) has two (resp. three) directions in which it vanishes (recall that a QS has at most two singularities on a non invariant straight line, see [4] ). By Lemma 11 (i) g(B) does not vanish on these directions and hence F( (3) g (8) takes both signs.
Assume that the QS is a QS2, then, by Lemma ll(ii) F(B) vanishes on the direction 8 = e1 in which the QS has the critical point (different from the origin) and furthermore g( 0,) # 0. So, in order that A (0) does not change of sign, 8, must be a double direction in which F(B) vanishes. Hence (ii) follows by considering which must be the other singular directions of F (8) .
Assume now that the QS is a QSl. So, by Lemma 11(i) if F(8) =0 then g(0) = 0. Hence (i) follows by taking into account all the possibilities, since F and g have at most three directions in which they can vanish. We do not consider the case in which F and g have the same roots because we will prove in Proposition 13 that such a system must be linear. 1
QUADRATIC SYSTEMS WITH
ONE FINITE SINGULARITY. THEOREM B Now, our aim is to clarify when we can apply Theorem A in the context of QSl, and give a classification of the QSl.
If system (1) is a QSl we can consider that it is contained into one of the following cases: In cases (a) and (d5), Remark 6 can be applied.
In case (b), P, = Q2 = 0 (i.e., system (1) is linear). In case (c), by a linear change of coordinates we can write (1) as 1= y, j = -x + d'y + Q;(x, y).
In cases (d 1) and (d2), Theorem A can be applied. In case (d3), by a linear change of coordinates plus a scaling transformation of t, we can write (1) as .< = y + x2, -6 = -x + d'y + Q'Jx, y).
In case (d4), we have that the origin can be a weak focus of order 3 (see Appendix B).
Proqf: Case (b). F(0,)=F(B,)=F(fl,)=O and from Lemma 11(i) it follows that g(8,)= g(0,) = g(0,) =O. So since 1~ dsin~nfHcOS~ ,s&?, > 0, by Remark 10 we have that P,(cos Bj, sin 0;) = Q2(cos Bi, sin 0,) = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3 and this implies that P,(x, y) = Q,(x, y) = 0.
Case (c). By the same argument of case (b) we have P,(cos ei, sin Si) = Q2(cos Bj, sin 0,) = 0 for i = 1, 2. So, either Q, = kP, or P, = 0. In the first case and in the new coordinates y, = y -kx, x, = x the differential equation (1) writes i = y + kx + P,, j=(-1
Therefore, if we make a new change of coordinates given by x, = y, y, = (-1 + dk -k2)x+ (cl-k)y we obtain the expression of (1) given in Proposition 13. The second case is trivial.
By Proposition 12 in cases (dl) and (d2) Theorem A can be applied. Case (d3). By Lemma 11 and the arguments used in cases (b) and (c), P, and Q, must have a common linear factor 1.x + my. Assume I# 0. So, if we take the differential equation (1) In the coordinates x, = lx + my, y, = y it convers into
.f-, = -(m/l)x, +((12+Imd+m2)/1)y, +x,(lP, +mQ,), ji = Q(x,, yl). We know also that the function g(x, y) =xQZ(x, y) -yP,(x, y) = (Ix+my)(xQ, -yP,) has a factor (Ix+ my)*, i.e., in x,, y, coordinates x, must divide to x,pi -y,(lP, +mQ,). So, IP, + mQ, =kx, and therefore 1,= -(m/f)x, +((Z*+Imd+m')/I)y, +kx:, j,=Q(x,, y,). Note that l2 + lmd + m* # 0 (because IdI < 2) and k # 0 because, if not, we would be in case (c) and this is not possible. So, if we take the new coordinates x2=x,, y2=[-(m/l)x,+((12+Imd+m2)/l)y,]/k and t,=kt we obtain iz = y, + xg, j2 = ax2 + by, + oZ with a # 0. A new clear change finishes this case. If 1= 0 we consider the change of coordinates x, = y, y,= -x+dy, and so i,=y,+mx,Q,, j,=Q. Hence we have reduced the case I= 0 to the case I# 0 (since now I is m).
Case (d4). For instance take the system i= y+ x(ax+ y), j = -x+dy+x(lx+my) with a-co, (m-a)2+41>0, and (-1 -da+/)*+ 4(f -ma) < 0. If I= l/5, m = 3a, and d= 0 then W, = W2 = 0 and W3 # 0 (see Appendix B). 1 Remark 14 . Note that in cases (a), (b), and (d5) system (1) has no limit cycles. In the cases (dl) and (d2) by Theorem A there is at most one limit cycle. The cases (c) and (d3) by Proposition 13 can be written 1ike.i = y, j = Q(x, y); i = y + x2, j = Q(x, y). The first system has at most one limit cycle, see [21, 231 . When the second one is a QSl the same holds, see [23] .
In short, the case (d4) is the unique one of QSl in which system (1) can have more than one limit cycle. In fact, we can construct examples with at least one, two or three limit cycles. Note that in this case system (1) has three singularities (and its opposites) on the equator of the Poincare sphere (see Appendix A). Observe that this case give us an example of system (5) with at least seven closed orbits.
Theorem B summarizes the results given in this section.
BOUNDED QUADRATIC SYSTEMS WITH
ONE OR Two FINITE SINGULARITIES. THEOREM C
We will study the bounded quadratic systems (BQS) (see Appendix C). It is well known that a QS with infinitely many singularities has no limit cycles. So we will consider only the BQS with a finite number of singularities. From [9] we know that a BQS is either a QS3, or a QS2, or a QSl (we will say that the BQS is either a BQS3, or a BQS2, or a BQSl, respectively).
BQS3 can have a weak focus of second order (see Proposition C5) and so general results of uniqueness of limit cycles are not possible. Hence we will try to apply Theorem A to BQSl and BQS2. In this way our result is the following: THEOREM C. (i) BQSl and BQS2 have at most one limit cycle and if it exists then it is hyperbolic.
Proof: Take the expression (C7) of the BCS given in Corollary C4. If we impose that this system has at most two finite singularities, then we have that (bf -m)x' + (db + 1 -m)x + 1 has at most one real root in case (1) of (C7) and that I+ md# 0 in case (2) of (C7) (in this case the BQS is a BQSl). After intechanging x and y in (C7) we obtain F(x, y) = (x-dy)(y*+bxy)+ y(mxy+ly*) = y(bx*+(m+ 1-db)xy + (I-ab)y*) z yF2(x, y) and g(x, y) = x(mxy + ly*) -y( y* + bxy) = y(mx' + (I-b)xy-y*)= yg,(x, y). Note that by our hypotheses F,(x, y) and g,(x, y) do not change of sign. So, since F(x, y) g(x, y) = y2F2(x, y) g,(x, y), by Theorem A, the theorem follows, taking into account that the singularity that is not the origin of the BQS2 is degenerate, and by consequence, can not be surrounded by any limit cycle (see, C41). I
Now we shall study the phase portrait of BQSl and BQS2 taking into account the limit cycle if it exists. PROPOSITION 16 . Figure 1 shows the phase portrait of the BQSl given in expression (C7).
Proof: Assume that our system is a BQSl. By Theorem C(i) we know that, if the limit cycle exists, then it is hyperbolic. So, the proof of the proposition follows, from [9] , taking into account the stability of the origin and that, by Theorem A, when d= 0 there are no limit cycles. 1
Before giving a similar result for BQS2 we must choose a better direction in the space of the coefficients of the differential system given in Corollary C4 of Appendix C. Note that a BQS2 must be under condition (1) of Corollary C4. So, since b # 0, by taking the coordinates x, = bx, y, = by we can assume that the expression of the BQS2 is 1= -y+ilx+ Ix* +mxy, j=x(l +ax+ y). After we take the new parameters L = l-ad and M= m -d and since our system is a QS2 L= (a+M)*/4. Therefore a BQS2 writes .?= -y+dx+ ((a+M)*/4+ad)x2+ (M+d)xy, j=x(l +ax+ y), (6) under the conditions (1 -(a + AI)*/4 -ad)* + 4(M + d)a < 0, A4 + d < 0.
Note that system (6) is a semicomplete family (mod. x( 1 + ax + y) = 0) of rotated vector fields with parameter d and we can apply all the properties about the evolution of the limit cycles of this family (see Appendix D). PROPOSITION 17. Figure 2 shows the phase portrait of a BQS2 given by (6) for some values of a and M that provide the greatest number of different phase portraits of (6). (In Fig. 2 it is assumed that d, -l/a < 0 < d,, to clarify the evolution, in general we know that the limit cycle rises to the origin when d = 0 and disappears for some value of d, denoted by d, < 2. Therefore, in general, we can have limit cycle only in pictures (1) to (5) of Fig. 2 ).
Proof. The singularities of the vector field (6) We claim that if system (6) has a limit cycle for some d then d must be positive. If this limit cycle exists, by Theorem C(i) and Proposition 16, it must be hyperbolic and d # 0. So taking a sufficiently small perturbation of the coefficients of the differential equation in order to make disappear the critical point (x0, y,) (remember that it is a double zero) and do not make disappear the limit cycle we obtain a BQSl with a limit cycle and by Proposition 16 we have d > 0, and the claim is proved. Furthermore, since when d = 0 the origin is a weak focus and W, < 0 we have that when d 2 0 the limit cycle exists (see Appendix B).
In order to obtain the phase portraits of Fig. 2 note that in a neighboorhood of the equator of the Poincare sphere the phase portrait of (6) is always the same (this follows from (6), Appendix A and Theorem 65 of [ 11, or from [9] ). The different possibilities are the ones given in Fig. 2 by taking the vector field on the straight lines y = -1, x = 0, x=x,,, and y = y,. Note that when d= d,, x = x0 is an invariant straight line.
When d> d, the problem is to determine if all the topological possibilities are realizables. Take for instance M+ a = = -2. In this case system (6) is a BQS for all d < 2. Since when d = 2 the (0,O) has neither separatrix cycles, nor limit cycles that surround it, the limit cycle must have disappeared for some d, < 2, since (6) exists. So, by a little modification of the coefficients of (6) we can make disappear the critical point (x,, y,) and then we obtain a BQSl with d> 0, and so (by Proposition 16) a limit cycle appears. Hence we have created a limit cycle from the loop of a saddle node separatrix (see [2, pp. 3221 He reduces the problem to study the system (2). In order to study the singularities at infinity we take the expression of system (2) in the local chart U, (see Appendix A), that is
The (0,O) is the unique singularity of this system and Coppel shows that under conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) it is a saddle node. The mistake is to assume that z = 0 is a separatrix straight line of the saddle node. If m # 0 this is right, by Theorem 65 of [ 11, because the critical point has an eigenvalue different from 0. If m = 0 we do not know in general if this is right or not. In this case we must do two successive "blow ups" z = wix, x=x and w, = wx, x = x to system (7). We obtain (after omitting a common factor x) i = -xw -ax2 + dx2w -x3w, in = -bw + axw + 2w2 -2dxw2 + x2w2. Assume that m = 0, b = l# 0, and ab > 0 in system (2), then by using the transformation x, = -x, y, = -y (if necessary) we can suppose that a > 0 and b > 0. Then, system (8) has exactly two critical points on the w-axis, a saddle at (0, b/2) and a saddle node at (0,O). The local behaviour at the saddle node is obtained using Theorem 65 of [I], see Fig. 6 . From this figure it follows the local behaviour at the critical point (0,O) of (7) (see pp. 335-336 of [ 11, for more details). So the behaviour of (2) near the equator of the Poincare sphere is given by Fig. 7 . Remark 19. Note that system (2) with m = 0, b = 1, and ab > 0 has unbounded trajectories.
Since when system (2) satisfies (ii) we can assume that ab > 0 (by scaling the variables x, y, and t if necessary) we have that this system is not a BQS and hence the techniques used by Coppel to prove the existence and nonexistence of limit cycles are not valables (under hypothesis (ii)). This case needs a new study. First note that we can assume that I= b = 1 in (2)(ii) (taking the variables x, = Ix, y, = ~JJ). After we make the linear change of coordinates x, = x, and y, = dx -y, plus the new change x2 = -x1, y, = y,, t2 = -t, (if necessary)), and in these new coordinates (2)(ii) writes i=y+x', j= -x+dy-ax* + xy with a < 0. Taking 1s -a -d we have i= y+x*,
with I+ d > 0 and l2 -4 < 0. This system is a semicomplete family (mod y + x2 = 0) of rotated vector fields, with parameter d, and like in the BQS2, we have an easiest way to study the evolution of the limit cycles. We need a preliminary result.
LEMMA 20. If I= -2d the parabola y = -x2/2 + dx + l/2 is a solution of the differential equation (9) . Furthermore, it is a separatrix of the singularity at infinity of (9).
Proof: The first assertion follows by direct computations. In the local chart U, and if I= -2d (9) writes i=z-dxz+z2z+dx3, i = -xz -dz* + dx2z + xz*, (10) and the parabola y = -x2/2 + dx + l/2 as z = -x2/2 + dxz + z*/2. This curve in a neighboorhood of (0,O) writes as z = -x2/2 -dx3/2 + O(4). In the local coordinates (x, a) where u = z + x2/2 + dx3/2 + O(4), (10) 
Then again, by the changes x = x, v = w, x; x = x, w, = wx we have (after omitting the common factor x)
i= -x/2+dx*+xw+x*O(l), 16 = w -2w2 + dxw/2 +x0(2).
Since the origin of this system is a saddle, we have that the staight line v = 0 is a separatrix through the origin of (11) ((i)(e), the parabola invariant is a separatrix curve of the origin of system (10)). 1
Proof of Theorem D. (a) Follows by Theorem C because this QS is a BQSl.
(b) By the expression of (9) it is easy to verify that its associated function F(x, y) g(x, y) does not change of sign, and hence by Theorem A, we have that system (9) has at most one limit cycle, that is hyperbolic. The evolution showed in Fig. 3 From the above results we improve the results of Coppel.
PROOF OF THEOREM E
In [ 193 is was conjectured that the phase portrait of system (3) for d= 2 + do is like (a) of Fig. 4 . We shall show that this conjecture is not true. In fact, we shall prove that the limit cycle that appears in the origin for d 2 0 persists when d = 2 + d,, and hence it must disappear when system (3) has three singularities at infinity.
Here, we deal with this problem because we can apply Theorem A to system (3) since F(x, y) g(x, y) = -d,y4(x2 -(d-d,)xy + y'). In fact it is proved in [8] , by using different methods, that system (3), for all d, has at most one limit cycle.
Proof of Theorem E. System (3) is a semicomplete family of rotated vector fields (mod y(1 + y) =0) with parameter d (for more details see Appendix D). Note that if d -d,, = 2 and dc 2, then the straight line y = -1 is without contact. Therefore, neither limit cycles nor separatrix cycles can cut it. Furthermore, system (3) with d-do = 2 satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of the definition of SFR with parameter d= d, + 2 in the half plane y> -1 if d< 2. Note also that system (3) with d=O (after the change of coordinates x, = y, y, = x, tI = -t) has W, = 3d, < 0. Hence, system (3) with d 2 0 and system (3) with d -do = 2 and d 2 0 have a limit cycle that rises from the origin.
Assume that there is some value -2 < d,* < 0 and d* = 2 + do* such that system (3) 8. The two SFR that we consider for system (3) . 505 ./67;3-7 APPENDIX A: POINCARB COMPACTIFICATION In order to study the singularities at infinity of system (1) we need the Poincare Compactifkation (see [ 11, 221) . Consider the sphere S2 = { y E R3: y: + yi + y: = 1 }, let q = (0, 0, 1) be the north pole of S2, and TqS2 be the plane {y~lR~: y,= l}. Let p+: T,S2-+S2 and p-: T,S2-+S2 be the central projections, i.e., p'(y) (resp. p-(y)) is the intersection of the line joining y to the origin with the northern (resp. southern) hemisphere of S*. Let X be a polynomial vector field of degree d on the plane and let f: S2 + R be defined by f(y) = yz-'. Then the vector fields f. (p+)*X=f~Dp+(Xo(p+)~') and f.(p-),X, extend X to an analytic vector field p(X), on S2. The equator is invariant by the flow of p(X) and a neighborhood of the equator corresponds to a neighborhood of infinity in R2.
To study p(X) we use the following coordinate systems on S2. Let U,= (YES': y,>O} and V,= {YES': y,<O}. Let F,: Uj-+ R2 be given by F,(y) = ( y, y-', y, y,: ') for j < k and j, k # i. We define Gj multiplied by -1, but in this case the northern hemisphere corresponds to z2 < 0.
Note that by (Al) and (A2) the singularities on the equator correspond with the directions in which the homogeneous polynomial xQ2(x, y) -yP,(x, y) vanishes.
We shall denote by (y, z) the coordinates (z,, z2) = F,( y,, y,, y3) where 
APPENDIX B: WEAK FOCUS OF QUADRATIC SYSTEMS
We shall say that the equilibrium point (0,O) of system i=y++x2+hxy+cy*, p= -x+dy+Ix2+mxy+ny2 (Bl) with d = 0 has cyclicity of order k (k > 0) with respect to the space R' of the parameters of the system (Bl ) if (a) It is possible to find numbers s0 > 0 and 6, > 0, such that within an a,-neighboorhood of the point of the space R' corresponding to the given system (Bl) there does not lie any point to which corresponds a system of the form (Bl) which has more than k limit cycles within a 6,-neigboorhood of the point (0,O) in the x, y plane.
(b) For any choice of the positive numbers E <Q, and 6 < 6, it is always possible to find within the s-neighboorhood of the point of the space R' corresponding to the given system of the form (Bl) a point to which there corresponds a system of the form (Bl) which has k limit cycles within the b-neighboorhood of the point (0,O).
Bautin proves in [3] that the origin of system (Bl ) with d = 0 has cyclicity at most of order 3. He also deduces the formulas of focal quantities U,, V,, and V7. We utilize an equivalent expression of these quantities given by W, , W, and W, for system (Bl ) when d= c = 0 (note that is not restrictive to assume that c = 0 in system (Bl) with d = 0 because we can get it by making a rotation of the coordinates).
THEOREM B 1 (see, [6] ). For system (Bl ) with d = c = 0, let
The origin is a critical focus with order of cyclicity k (k = 1, 2, 3), if and only if the kth set of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) w,zo, (2) w, =o, W,#O, (3) w,= w*=o, W,#O.
(2) The stability of the critical focus with cyclicity of order k is determinuted in the following way: W, < 0 (unstable), W, > 0 (stable). (III) i=a,,x+a,,y+ y2, $=a,,y with al, do, az2 ~0 and a,, + a,, < 0.
They gave also the topological possibilities for the phase portrait of a BQS on the Poincare sphere without taking into account the existence or not of limit cycles.
Xinan was interested in the problem of limit cycles of the BQS [24] and, in 1983, he gave a characterization of the BQS such that they have a nondegenerate rest point of index 1 which is not on an invariant straight line for the flow of the system. THEOREM C2 (see [24] ).
We consider the QS such that they have a nondegenerate rest point of index + 1 which is not on an invariant straight line for the flow of the system. Then, such QS is a BQS if and only if it is affineequivalent (scaling the variable t ifit is necessary) to the system (IV) i= -y+dx+Ex'+mxy, j=x(l+cIx+by) Theorem C2 (given in [24] without proof) contains a mistake. In fact Theorem C2 is correct if we omit condition (IV.3). We shall prove this by using Theorem Cl. A different proof that system (JV.3) is not a BQS is given in Section 6, see Remark 19 .
In fact we prove Table I that gives us the equivalence between these two classifications.
In order to prove Proof of Table I . System (I.1 ) with u2r = 0, 8' < 40 and D # 0 has the unique non-degenerate rest point of index 1 at (0, 0), on the invariant line y=O. When B2=4D=0 h t en the unique rest point is degenerate. So, (i) of Table I follows.
System (1.1) with a,, = 0, B2 > 40 and D # 0 has the three rest points given by (C4). Therefore, the transformation (C5) writes it in the form (C6). Now, the new coeffkient a,, # 0. When D = 0 the system has the two rest points given in (Cl). The transformation (C2) writes it as (C3). Again, the new coefficient u2, ~0. So, (ii) will follow from (iii).
Suppose that System (1.1) satisfies uzl # 0 and IBI + IDJ > 0. Then, by Lemma C3 we can assume that D > 0. Now, System (I.1 ) goes over to i= -y+D-"'(a,, +a,,)~ +(a,,D)-*(calla,, -ufl)x2+u,' Dp1'2al,xy, ~=x+D~~'~u,'(cu~ a -a;,a,, II 21 -u;,, x2 + (u2, D) ~ 'a;, xy, by using the change of variables xl =a,' D"'y, y, = y -a~'u,,x, t, = D1j2t. This system is of type (IV.l) because (b-/)'+4ma= D~2u~,(~2-4)<0 and mb = us2 De3'*u:, < 0. Conversely, System (IV.1 ) becomes in the form (I. 1) with u2, # 0 and D > 0, by using the transformation x1 = bx -my, y, = -(bl-um)"*x. Hence, we have shown (iii).
System (1.1) with u21 # 0 and B= D = 0 has a unique degenerate rest point. So, (iv) follows. System (1.2) with a,, = 0 has uniquely the line y = 0 of rest points. Then we have proved (v).
The transformation x1 = az2 -car2 -x, y, = -a,, -y, t, = -t writes system (1.2) with a,, # 0 in the form (1.3) with cuT1 + uz2 = 0, and conversely. So, from (viii) it will follow (vi).
The change of variables x1 = y, y, =x, t, =ulzt if u,,>O, or x1 = y, y, = -x, t, = --a,*t if a,,<0 writes system (1.3) in the form (IV.2), and conversely. Hence, (vii) and (viii) follow.
Systems (II) and (III) with either a,, = 0, uz2 < 0 or a,, < 0, uz2 < 0, have all the rest points on an invariant straight line. On the other hand, System (III) with a,, < 0, al2 = 0 has uniquely the parabola a,, x + ur2 y + y* = 0 of rest points. Therefore, we have proved (ix). 1
So we can rewrite Theorem C2 in the following way. (ii) Zf the BQS is a BQS3 then p is a weak focus of order one, or two.
Proof. If the BQS is a BQSl or a BQS2 we can take its expression given by Corollary C4 with p at the origin (recall that a BQS2 has a unique nondegenerate critical point). If the BQS is a BQS3 we take its expression given by Theorem Cl(I.1) and by using (if it is necessary) the change of variables (C5) (perhaps with y-instead of y') we can assume that the BQS3 has the expression (1.1) of Theorem Cl with p at the origin.
Hence, by using the change of variables given in the proof of Table I we can assume that the expression of the BQS3 is also the one given by Corollary C4, with p at the origin. In short, after changing t by -t the BQS writes i= y-1x2-mxy, y= -x-x2-bxy. Assume that the BQS (C8) satisfies (2) of Corollary C4. If I= 0 it has infinitely many singularities, so assume that 1 #O. In this case it is a BQSl and W,= -3120.
1
By the results of Section 5 we shall finish the problem of determining the phase portraits and number of limit cycles for BQSl and BQS2 with a critical point of center or focus type. If we consider BQSl or BQS2 with a critical point of node type this problem is finished in [9] , because these systems can not have limit cycles, but there is an omission in the case BQSl. We prove the following proposition. PROPOSITION C6. The phase portrait of a BQSl with a critical point of node type is homeomorphic to, either (a) of Fig. 1 (with the origin of node type), or one of the phase portraits of Fig. 9 .
The proof of this proposition follows from [9] and the following lemma, that gives us the phase portrait omitted in [9] . LEMMA C7. The phase portrait of the BQSl, i= al,x + a,2 y + y2, d=a2,ywitha,,<O,a,,<Oand2a,,=a,,>Oisgivenby(a)ofFig.9. ProoJ: By taking the variables x1 = -azZx, y, = y, and tr = -a,,t our system can be written in the form i = ax + by+ y2, jj = -y where u = -u11/u22 < 0 and b = a,,. The integral curves of this system are y(t) = kexp (-t) and x(r)= -kb(l+u)-'exp(-t)-k2(2+u)-'exp(-2t)+ P exp(ut) since 2u,, -a, I > 0 is equivalent to a < -2. Drawing these curves we obtain (a) of Fig. 9 . Note that when the constant P is equal to zero then the parabola x = -b(l + a)-'y-(2 + u))'y2 is formed by the rest point (0,O) and the two separatrices at the point (0,O) of the local chart (~,YFl). I
APPENDIX D: SEMICOMPLETE FAMILIES OF ROTATED VECTOR FIELDS
Duff's theory of rotated vector fields and limit cycles [lo] can be used to study the existence and global behaviour of limit cycles of certain families of polynomial systems. Perko [18] gives a more general version for the called semicomplete families.
We (i) the rest points of (Dl) remaind fixed for de (-co, CD). (ii) %/ad= P(aQ/ad)/(P'+ Q2) > 0 for de (-00, w). (iii) tan f3 + f CC as d + + co where 8 = tan ~ ' Q/P is the angle of the vector field (P, Q).
We summarize the more important properties of the limit cycles of a SFR for system (Dl) given in [ 181 that generalize the ones given in [lo]. Perko assumed in his results that every limit cycle of (D 1) crosses the curve P(x, y) = 0 at most a finite number of times. We omit this condition because, given d, every non-singular closed trajectory of (Dl) fulfills it in our case.
THEOREM Dl (see, [lo] (e) Let L(d) be a limit cycle of (Dl ) and let R be the region covered by L(d) as d varies in ( -co, CO). Then the inner (outher) boundary of R consists of either a single rest point, a separatrix cycle, or a semistable limit cycle.
In statements (d) and (e) of this theorem the separatrix cycle must be understood as either a finite or an infinite separatrix cycle.
